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A forest a day

There has been continuous logging in forests across Tasmania that were earmarked for protection and which have 
been independently verified as being of world heritage or national heritage value, despite promises of a comprehensive 
moratorium on logging these high conservation value forests.

Right now there are forests being logged that have been proven to be core habitat for a range of endangered and threatened 
species. These are the species that we risk losing if these forests are excluded from protection.

Every day of the past two years whilst negotiations over the fate of Tasmania’s forests have been underway, forests whose 
future protection has been under discussion have been falling to the chainsaw. This inadequacy has been due to the influence 
of the forestry industry, with a major driver being Ta Ann, according to official documents (Hoffmann & Williams 2011a & 
2011b). Sawmills supplying the domestic Australian market are also strongly implicated in these new logging incursions.

Forestry Tasmania has failed to reschedule all logging to occur outside of the forests nominated for protection. 
In July 2012, Tasmanian conservationists launched a new online project on taann.net and observertree.org called ‘A forest a 
day’. Now consolidated into this report, the project showcases some of Tasmania’s most significant forested ecosystems, and 
documents their ongoing destruction. Throughout July, a new area of forest on the current logging schedule was profiled 
each day. These forests are under imminent threat or had been logged in the period of time when they should have been 
under a moratorium. 

We believe that a new three year plan constructed by Forestry Tasmania will continue to schedule logging inside 
proposed reserve areas, leading to yet more destruction of the very values sought to be protected. This seems likely to 
occur despite any final forests agreement being concluded – unless Forestry Tasmania are instructed that this is not 
acceptable or allowable. 

Executive Summary

Logging coupe WR008A, Weld Valley / Rob Blakers
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Catamaran

A forest a day
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Tasmania, Australia
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The ‘Forest a Day’ project has been a unique opportunity for people around the 
globe to bear witness to the ongoing logging of Tasmania’s globally and nationally 
significant forests. Never before has there been such an intensive account of the areas 
being logged or those crucial areas that remain threatened. 29 logging coupes were 
profiled throughout July in forests that were due for protection under the moratorium 
but are on logging plans instead. Of these, 15 have already been impacted by logging. 
This is just one small sample of significant forests around the state that are on the 
logging schedule right now.

This report provides a snapshot of the magnificent forests that are still under imminent 
threat from destructive logging and roading operations.
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A forest a day

イントロダクション

保護価値の高い森林の伐採の暫定的な停止がオーストラリア連邦政府とタスマニア州政府により公
約されているにも関わらず、タスマニアの森林が依然として伐採され続けています。こうした森は
世界遺産あるいは国家的な遺産を持つものとして、第三者の学術者グループにより確認されていま
す。 
 
まさにこの瞬間に、多くの絶滅危惧種や危惧種にとって中核的な生息地であることが証明されてい
る森林が伐採され続けています。こうした野生動物は、もし保護の対象から除外されれば、消失の
リスクを受けることになります。 
 
過去二年間にわたって、タスマニアの森林の命運を占う交渉が進められているいまも、まさに保護
をめぐる議論の最中にある森林がチェーンソーの犠牲に供されているのです。こうした禍根はタス
マニアの林産業の影響によるもの以外の何ものでもありません。公的な文書によれば(Hoffmann & 
Williams 2011)によれば、その主要な要因はタ・アン社です。オーストラリア国内のマーケットに
木材を提供している製材業はこの新顔の参入者により深甚な影響を被っています。 
 
タスマニア林業公社は保護が推奨されている森林の対象外で行われる伐採のすべてを見直しするこ
とができませんでした。 
 
2012 年 7月、タスマニアの森林保護グループは、taann.net と observertree.org のふたつのウェブに
よる新しいプロジェクト、「フォーレスト・デイ(A Forest Day)」をスタートさせました。ウェブ上
にアップされた情報がいま、このレポートに集約されることで、タスマニアのもっとも重要な森林
生態系の一部をさらに際立たせ、現在も進められている破壊の様子を記録しています。ウェブでは
7 月の一ヶ月間毎日のように、林業公社のスケジュールとおりに伐採が行われている森林エリアが
詳しく紹介されていました。こうした森林は、差し迫った脅威を受けているか、モラトリアム(伐
採の暫定的停止)が本来なら行われるべき時期に実際に伐採されてしまったのです。 
 
林業公社による新しい三ヵ年伐採計画は、保護の提唱地内部で伐採を続けるでしょうし、保護価値
の高い森林のさらなる破壊がもたらされるでしょう。林業公社が承服しない限り、最終的な森林合
意がかりに形成されても、破壊は続くことでしょう。 
 
「フォーレスト・デイ」のプロジェクトは、世界中の人たちが、タスマニアの国際的にも、国家的
にも重要な森林が伐採され続けている現実を目撃できる貴重な機会を提供しています。伐採されて
いる森林、伐採の脅威を受けつづけている森がこれほどに詳述されたレポートはかつてありません
でした。7 月にアップされた 29 の伐採地は本来なら「モラトリアム」により保護されるはずでし
たが、実際には伐採リストから除外されることはありませんでした。このうち 15 のエリアはすで
に伐採のインパクトを被りました。しかしこれらは、いまなお伐採スケジュールに載っているタス
マニアの重要な森林のほんの一部なのです。 
 
レポートが、森林破壊と道路敷設による深甚な脅威を受け続けているタスマニアの壮大な森林の点
描としてご覧いただければ幸いです。 
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DAYRight now one of Tasmania’s most significant tracts of tall eucalypt forest is being torn apart by logging machinery. 
Known as BT013A, this logging coupe in Butlers Gorge, Central Tasmania, was once a part of a pristine and untouched 
wilderness area. For months now, machinery and chainsaws have relentlessly devastated this forest and logging continues. 
This is despite the fact that Butlers Gorge has been identified by the government-endorsed team of independent scientific 
experts as being one of, if not the most, ecologically important tracts of tall eucalypt forest in Tasmania. Due to be protected 
by the conservation agreement, which was a critical part of the Intergovernmental Agreement signed in August last year, this 
area remained excluded from any protection and its values have been systematically degraded since then, along with those of 
other coupes along with two brand new roads which have been pushed into the pristine forests of Butlers Gorge. This coupe 
was targeted primarily for sawlog production (Hoffmann & Williams 2011a:11) to supply the Australian 
domestic and international markets.

BT013A is a logging coupe that spans 139 hectares in size, with 94 hectares to be felled. This area features a tall 
Eucaplytus delegatensis canopy with an understorey dominated by rainforest species including sassafras and myrtle. The coupe 
is bordered by a large stream and also features two smaller watercourses that run through the logged areas. These two creeks 
received only a small buffer, with what is called a Machinery Exclusion Zone. This means that machines can’t go within 10 
meters of the creeks. However, logging can be done as close as 5 meters. 

This area of forest has been verified as having world heritage value and is a critical part of the proposed new reserves. We are 
calling for an immediate cessation of logging, and rehabilitation of this coupe. Despite the devastating impact of logging, it 
is not too late to protect Butlers Gorge. An extension to the current Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area (only 1km 
from BT013A) to include all of Butlers Gorge would make a significant ecological contribution to the reserve and preserve 
this magnificent tract of tall eucalypt forest.

Logging coupe BT013A, Butlers Gorge / Rob Blakers

Logging coupe BT013A, 
Butlers Gorge

DAY 1:
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A forest a day

BT009D is a 72 hectare logging coupe in Butlers Gorge situated only 300 metres from the World Heritage Area 
boundary, and within the 430,000 hectares that should have been under a conservation agreement since August 2011. Yet 
sadly, like 42 other logging coupes, it was excluded. Logging continues right now in BT009D. This coupe is being targeted 
primarily for sawlog production (Hoffmann & Williams 2011a:11) to supply the Australian domestic and international 
markets.

This forest features a canopy of Eucalpytus delegatensis and E. subcrenulata. The understorey is varied and includes 
rainforest species such as leatherwood and horizontal, as well as swampy sections dominated by tea tree. The area is ideal 
habitat for a range of fauna.

Butlers Gorge shows the progression from mixed species eucalypt forests in the south transitioning to pure Eucalyptus 
delegatensis stands as the elevation increases and the climatic conditions become colder. This is one of the key reasons why 
this unique forest is recommended to be included in the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, which is listed against 
Criterion (ix): “outstanding examples of significant on-going ecological and biological processes.” The IVG report concludes 
that ensuring these forests remain in “as close to a wilderness condition as possible” is the best way to ensure that such
ecological processes are maintained (Hitchcock 2012:146).

This is an aerial photo of BT009D taken by photographer Rob Blakers in April 2012  This photo shows the scar of logging 
and roading operations encroaching on the otherwise pristine wilderness of Butlers Gorge.

Roading operations in logging coupe BT009D, Butlers Gorge / Rob Blakers

Logging coupe BT009D, 
Butlers Gorge

DAY 2:
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DAYThis 27 hectare coupe is situated at the base of Mount Mueller, near the Styx and Tyenna Valleys. There is a 
magnificent walking track that takes visitors up the mountain to a glacial lake called Fossil Lake. This track is located right 
in the middle of the area scheduled for logging. This forest contains examples of western peppermints and snow 
peppermint gums with a mature rainforest understorey. Sassafras, myrtle, celery top pine, horizontal and leatherwood are 
common throughout the area. There are also substantial areas of pure rainforest present on the site and significant stands of 
native laurel. Other areas within the coupe are populated with mature tea trees, pandanii and heath.

This coupe is within 700m of the current Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area. Hitchcock concludes that the 
Styx-Tyenna assessment area in which TN046A is located “would not only make a major contribution to the value and 
integrity of the TWWHA in respect of tall eucalypt forests but also facilitate maintenance of regional connectivity” 
(Hitchcock 2012:100).

This forest is within an area identified as having potential karst systems, based on data from the Tasmanian Karst Atlas 
(DPIPWE 2010). Hitchcock noted this in his report, stating “there is significant mapped karst within the ENGO-proposed 
lands” (Hitchcock 2012:101).

Still Wild Still Threatened have surveyed the area for wildlife using remote sensor cameras. Threatened species including 
Tasmanian devils and spot tailed quolls have been recorded within the coupe. There are also significant areas of mapped grey 
goshawk habitat in the surrounding areas that occur within a kilometer of this site.

Logging has not yet begun in this magnificent tract of forest. However, with the extension of the current inadequate 
“conservation agreement” it remains excluded from the moratorium and, as such, is under imminent threat of destruction. 
TN046A is on Forestry Tasmania’s logging schedule for this year.

Logging coupe TN046A, Tyenna Valley / Alan Lesheim

Logging coupe TN046A, 
Tyenna Valley

DAY 3:
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A forest a day

Logging coupe SX020G, Styx Valley / Alan Lesheim
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SX020G is located in Tasmania’s iconic Styx Valley. 
These forests are known best for their significant stands of tall 
trees. In fact, the Styx Valley is home to almost 30% of 
Tasmania’s recorded “giant” trees (Hitchcock 2012:98). 

Most notable are the Eucalyptus regnans, the tallest flowering 
plant in the world. Hitchcock notes that the Styx not only 
features giant trees, but also provides the right ecological 
conditions for potential future giants (Hitchcock 2012:98).

One of the key reasons why this area should be protected is to 
maintain regional connectivity as it is a major node in the 
corridor of globally significant eucalypt forests stretching 
north-south (Hitchcock 2012:96).

This forest features tall eucalypts with a diverse understorey. 
Extensive stands of myrtle and celery-top pine are present.
This coupe is also within an area mapped as potential grey 
goshawk habitat. This species is listed as endangered 
(Tasmanian Threatened Species Protection Act), due to the 
continuing decline of mature individuals (FPA 2008:10). 

According to the Forest Practices Authority, a high 
proportion of the core habitat for this species is in areas that 
are not protected (FPA 2008:10). Goshawks generally prefer 
forest with a closed canopy and low stem density, particularly 
during nesting season. While further study needs to be done 
on their hunting patterns, it is believed that 
interconnecting forest areas of 20-30km squared are required 
to sustain a population and that mature wet forests are their 
preferred hunting areas. The Forest Practices Authority also 
states that “one of the key threats for the grey goshawks is 
widespread native vegetation clearance” (FPA 2008:10).

While SX020G is within the 430,000 hectares which was 
due to be in a conservation agreement as of August 2011, the 
coupe remains open for logging. This coupe is being logged 
to produced saw logs and veneer (Hoffmann & Williams 
2011b:8). 

Logging has not yet begun in this coupe, and there is still time 
to ensure that this forest is protected.

Logging coupe SX020G, 

Styx Valley
DAY 4:



DAYA proposed new road and logging coupe in the Barnback Creek region has the potential to destroy the values of a 
previously unroaded forest area in the Lower Weld Valley. However, there is still time for these forests to be protected as 
logging has not commenced yet.

Barnback Creek, located in southern Tasmania, flows through wet fern-filled forests into the Weld River. A new 2.5km road 
and logging area of 70 hectares is planned for the northern flank of the creek, which would destroy significant stands of 
Eucalyptus regnans and Eucalyptus obliqua.

Forestry Tasmania plans to cable log the area. The Federal Government’s inadequate conservation agreement left this area 
open for logging. This forest is a spectacular mixed aged eucalypt forest.

In 2006 a new logging road, named Eric Pettets Road, was built. After 16 months of direct action by peaceful protesters who 
blockaded the proposed road extension with a spectacular Weld Ark, the road was pushed further into the previously 
unroaded area. More than 50 people were arrested in the ensuing protests. Two areas of forest have been logged along this 
road. The new proposed road would push in to previously unlogged forest off Eric Pettets Rd.

Barnback Creek is a 6km tributary of the Weld River. During the community blockade and since, thousands of people 
visited the area, explored the forests, studied them and defended the forests from logging on the frontline. This significant 
roading operation was due to commence in January 2012, and then logging was to commence in winter 2012. If logged, 
these forests will go to feed the mill of Malaysian logging giant Ta Ann (Hoffmann & Williams 2011b). The delay for this 
new road and logging operation means that these forests still have a chance to be protected.

BB021E is in a sea of Dixonia antarctica or manferns. This species is very slow growing, between 1 – 10 cms a year 
depending on the conditions. It can live up to 1000 years and the trunk of tree ferns provide habitat to the twelve species of 
Tasmanian epiphytic ferns (Gibson & Leahy 2010). Dicksonia antarctica is a very important component of the Tasmanian 
bush. It is extremely hardy and tolerates temperatures from 10 to 40 degrees celsius, prefers fertile organic soils and moist, 
humid conditions with some shade. The tender and fleshy croziers (the young, uncurling fronds) can be a food source for 
native animals such as possums and parrots (DPIPWE 2012a).

Logging coupe BB021E, Weld Valley 

Logging coupe BB021E, 
Weld Valley

DAY 5:
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A forest a day

This recently logged 96 hectare coupe is within an area north of Mount Field National Park (MFNP) that has been 
recommended to be added, along with the current National Park, to the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area 
(Hitchcock 2012: 128).

The boundary of MFNP in the north is a straight line that cuts across the landscape and topography of the area. Hitchcock 
states that this is “far from ideal” (Hitchcock 2012: 136). Hence, these recommended additions would greatly improve the 
current reserve design.

One purpose of including the lands surrounding the Park is to strengthen the values of the current protected area. A more 
suitable boundary has been recommended by Hitchcock which takes into account a range of factors including protection of 
cave systems, catchment areas for those cave systems, connectivity of tall eucalypt forests, and natural features in the 
landscape (Hitchcock 2012: 135). DU021B is within this proposed extension.

“The ENGO proposed reserves associated with MFNP are an integral part of the larger assessment area and take their high 
conservation significance from being part of that larger block” (Hitchcock 2012:132). MFNP has significant world heritage 
value, including remarkable glacial features and extensive cave systems.

Yet despite these recommendations, logging has proceeded in this area. With forestry operations occurring in such close 
proximity to the boundary of MFNP, the conservation values of the protected area are put at risk. We are calling for an 
immediate cessation of logging and roading operations within the forests that are proposed for future reserves.

Logging coupe DU021B, Dugong / Alan Lesheim

Logging coupe DU021B, 
Dugong

DAY 6:
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DAYLogging coupe BB021C, located in the lower Weld Valley, is an area of forest that was left out of the conservation 
agreement and which was first logged in 2007. This logging operation was the first incursion into the wild Eddy Creek 
catchment, and commenced after the removal of the Weld Ark community blockade, which was stopping logging activity in 
the area and featured a full-sized replica pirate ship built on the road.

Logging continued in the coupe during 2011, and BB021C remains unprotected by the conservation agreement due to 
further plans to log this spectacular area.

BB021C was a community of mature wet forests – Eucalyptus regnans, tall Eucalyptus obliqua and mature blackwood - which 
contained suitable habitat for threatened species such as the white bellied sea eagle, wedge tailed eagle, grey goshawk, 
masked owl, eastern quoll, Australian grayling and eastern barred bandicoot (FT 2006).

The nearby Barnback Creek is a known location for the Little Denison crayfish, a threatened species that is endemic to this 
region (FT 2008).

The forested region of Barnback and Eddy Creek catchments contain Acacia melanoxylon forest on flats, and areas of 
Acacia melanoxylon swamp communities. These swamp communities are a nationally uncommon plant community -
essentially confined to Tasmania - and now a rare aspect of Australian vegetation (Hitchcock 2012:245).

Logging coupe BB021C, Weld Valley, photographed before logging operations began in 2007
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Logging coupe BB021C, 
Weld Valley
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A forest a day

The spectacular forests located in coupe SX028J are currently being destroyed by logging operations. This tract of forest 
was formerly populated with giant eucalypt trees, a number of which had visible hollows. Below the upper canopy was a 
thick rainforest understorey consisting of myrtle beech, celery-top pine, sassafras and tree ferns. Mapping data indicates a 
wedge tailed eagle nest in the vicinity of SX028J, and also identifies this forest as quoll habitat.

Immediately adjacent to a reserve, SX028J’s high conservation value has made the logging of this forest highly contentious. 
A number of community protest actions took place when the first section of this coupe was logged last year, at a time when 
it should have been protected by a moratorium. An additional section of this forest is being logged right now.

This image show the immense size of the eucalypts in this forest as well as the clear felling that is currently occurring in 
SX028J. The trees in the foreground and the forest behind them will be felled in the coming days or weeks.

The much anticipated forest agreement will not come in time to save this magnificent forest from logging operations.

Logging coupe SX028J, Styx Valley / Emma Capp

Image: Logging in Butlers Gorge, Southern Tasmania, Rob Blakers
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Logging coupe SX028J, 

Styx Valley
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Logging coupe WR008A, 
Weld Valley

DAY 9:

In a remote region of the Lower Weld Valley an intact old growth ecosystem remains untouched by the industrial logging 
regime in Tasmania. The conservation agreement, signed between the Federal Minister for the Environment Tony Burke 
and Tasmania’s Deputy Premier Bryan Green, failed to protect these forests. Logging coupe WR008A was an agreed 
exclusion for the purposes of the conservation agreement and, as such, is under threat from logging operations.

WR008A is a scheduled logging coupe of 45ha inside a wilderness area contiguous with the Tasmanian Wilderness World 
Heritage Area (TWWHA). This logging coupe was scheduled to start between 1 March and 30 June 2012.  These forests 
currently remain intact. The scheduled logging has not commenced.

The threatened forests of the Weld Valley, along with the Picton and Huon Valleys were identified in the independent 
verification process as being collectively part of the largest single tract of tall eucalypt forest ecosystem extant in Tasmania 
(Hitchcock 2012:77).

This significant forest area is an example of the magnificent forests that are still under threat from logging operations, and 
which, sadly, the government had the opportunity to protect under a revised conservation agreement. However, this forest is 
still under imminent threat even as negotiations that will decide its future are underway.
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The spectacular area of forest in which The Observer Tree is located is a prime example of Tasmania’s ancient forests. 
This coupe is located within a kilometre of the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area and has been recommended for 
inclusion in the protected area (Hitchcock 2012:77). Yet it remains under threat from logging.

In mid-December 2011 logging machinery began work in this coupe. Two days later the Observer Tree was launched, 
bringing international attention to the plight of this threatened forest. By the end of the first week, logging machinery had 
been removed from the coupe and has not returned. However, this coupe still remains on the forestry schedule and loggers 
could return any day.

This world heritage valued forest features tall eucalypts towering above a rainforest understorey. The giant old trees contain 
many hollows, providing habitat for a range of species. These tall eucalypts are the survivors of a natural fire that may have 
come through the area a hundred years ago. They stand side by side with a new generation of younger eucalypts. 
Leatherwood, celery top pine, and sassafras are abundant and the steep gullies overflow with ferns.

This forest is home to a few much-loved Tasmanian devils, including a mother devil and her young. On December 12th 
2011, conservationists captured footage of a mother devil carrying food in her mouth. A few months later, a healthy juvenile 
devil was seen in the same area, new out of the den. The protection of this area is critical, as maternal devil den sites are used 
from generation to generation and play an important role in the survival of this species. As well as devils, many other 
threatened or endangered species have been documented in the area including goshawks, wedge tail eagles, and spot tail 
quolls.The pristine waterways of this forest flow from the top of Mount Mueller and are home to endangered hydrobiid 
snails (FT 2007).

Yet the survival of the flora and fauna of this forest is at risk, due to Ta Ann’s wood supply demands. This coupe was meant 
to be protected by a conservation agreement, when the Inter Governmental Agreement (IGA) was signed in August 2011. 
Sadly, this forest was excluded in order to provide wood to Ta Ann (Hoffmann & Williams 2011b).
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Logging coupe TN044B, Tyenna Valley / Rob Blakers

Logging coupe TN044B, 
Tyenna Valley
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Situated close to the Mount Barrow Forest Reserve, this 30 hectare logging coupe is part of a cluster of areas nominated 
for protection in Tasmania’s north east. This forest contains significant national heritage value. A key issue with the forest 
reserve system in north-east Tasmania is the current lack of connectivity between reserves. By adding tracts of forest to the 
existing reserves, there will be greater connectivity, providing critical habitat corridors for a range of species. In 
recommending this area for protection, Hitchcock paid attention to the “value of recognisable corridors for achieving long 
term biological conservation.” (Hitchcock 2012:265) and stated that “for connectivity to be effective the connecting 
corridors must as far as practicable be capable of facilitating movement of all relevant species, not just a particular species” 
(Hitchcock 2012:265).

This coupe features a Eucalyptus obliqua and Eucalyptus delegatensis canopy with a rainforest understorey. Flora species in the 
area include: sassafras, mountain pepper, musk and daisybush, as well as a diversity of ferns. The coupe is bordered by several 
streams, and in addition, two creeks run through the area due to be logged (FT 2011a:5). These streams are 
potential habitat for the north east forest snail (FT 2011a:9). Some of the fauna seen in the area includes platypus, 
wombats and yellow-tailed black cockatoos. Fauna cameras have been placed in the area by forest campaign group Code 
Green in order to monitor for endangered species, including Tasmanian devils. The results of these studies have not been 
finalised, however the area has been identified as possible habitat for devils and Code Green are looking forward to finding 
out if there is a healthy population in the area.

A small section of this coupe has been logged. This area was felled during the time when the coupe should have been under 
a moratorium. The machines have left, and the majority of the coupe remains intact. But logging could begin again at any 
time. The major reason for logging in this coupe is to produce peeler billets (such as those required by Ta Ann) 
(Hoffmann & Williams 2011b:8).

Logging coupe BS101D, Mount Barrow / Kip Nunn

Logging coupe BS101D, 
Mount Barrow

DAY 11:
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A forest a day 17

This logging coupe, situated amongst the spectacular forests of Butlers Gorge, was meant to be in a moratorium many 
months ago. However, in recent months, Forestry Tasmania has pushed a brand new road through the Butlers Gorge 
wilderness to give the logging industry access to coupe BT011C. The question remains: why are Forestry Tasmania continuing 
to spend tax-payer funds on new roads into areas that are on the table as future reserves?

Butlers Gorge has exceptional wilderness value, and prior to the advent of logging and new roads within the past decade, it 
was mapped as “high quality wilderness” [Wilderness Mapping 2006] (Hitchcock 2012:147). This quality is being 
compromised by current and planned forestry operations in the area. However, there is still a great opportunity here to protect 
one of our most significant areas of tall eucalypt forest. As the IVG report states, “Only with the recent advent of roading and 
selective logging has the wilderness quality been eroded but with cessation of logging and some rehabilitation, this 
outstanding tract of tall eucalypt forest could again be restored to wilderness condition” (Hitchcock 2012:146).

Logging coupe BT009D, Butlers Gorge / Rob Blakers

Logging coupe BT011C, 
Butlers Gorge

DAY 12:
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BS115H, a 60 hectare logging coupe, is located in north east Tasmania close to the Mount Barrow State Forest 
Reserve. This coupe is being targeted primarily for sawlog production (Hoffmann & Williams 2011a:12) to supply the 
Australian domestic and international markets. This area was once home to a strong population (often described in plague 
proportions) of Tasmanian devils (Owen & Pemberton 2005). This species is now listed as endangered in both the federal 
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act and the Tasmanian Threatened Species Protection Act.

Members of Code Green have been monitoring the Eucalyptus delegatensis forest in BS115H using remote sensor fauna 
cameras. The results have shown the presence of Tasmanian devils which appear to be healthy and disease free. This is a 
particularly significant finding for this area, as the devils of north east Tasmania have been impacted most significantly by 
the effects of the deadly devil facial tumour disease (DFTD). The Save the Devil Program has reported that devil 
populations in this region of Tasmania have declined by 96% as of February 2011 (Save the Devil Program 2011).

Unfortunately for these devils logging has resumed in sections of this coupe since these images were taken. Such logging 
activity is potentially threatening the habitat of these devils and other populations in the area. This destruction of habitat has 
continued on this site despite the fact that this forest was promised protection as part of the Conservation Agreement.

Forestry Tasmania have themselves acknowledged that the forests adjacent to this coupe are potential habitat for devils 
(FT 2011b). Yet logging has been allowed to proceed. The impact of logging operations on devil habitat and in particular 
sites where maternal dens occur has been inadequately addressed by the current forestry management systems. According to 
Dr Peter McQuillan, ‘no special effort is made to identify and protect devil den sites in Forest Practice Plans’ (McQuillan 
2012:29).

Image captured by remote sensor fauna cameras in logging coupe BS115H, Mount Barrow

A forest a day

Logging coupe BS115H, 
Mount Barrow

DAY 13:
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Logging coupe SX028C, Styx Valley / Emma Capp

Logging coupe SX028C, 

Styx Valley
DAY 14:

SX028C is an area of intact high 
conservation value forest that is on the 
current logging schedule to be logged in 
2012. 

This forest is dominated by Eucalyptus 
regnans. These tall eucalypt trees are 
hundreds of years old and provide 
critically important habitat hollows that 
are a unique feature of old forests. This 
species is the tree that the Styx Valley 
is perhaps the most well-renowned for. 
These giants are the tallest flowering 
plant in the world. They are also 
documented as having the highest 
biomass carbon stocks (Mackey 2008:28). 

Protecting forests as significant carbon 
stores is increasingly critical to mitigate 
climate change. Old forests such as this 
one have been shown to have a larger 
carbon store than industrialised forests, 
which hold around 40-60% less carbon 
(Mackey 2008:6). This is because 
significant volumes of carbon have been 
emitted to the atmosphere as a result of 
logging operations and that the carbon 
density is never regained on the ground 
unless the original forest is completely 
restored.

The understorey features mature wet 
rainforest, including myrtle, celery-top 
pine and a diverse array of ferns. The 
forest floor is abundant with moss, lichen 
and fungi. 

This area of forest is within the 572,000 
hectares of forests that has been proposed 
by environment groups and is the subject 
of ongoing negotiations.



DAYThis 45 hectare logging coupe in north east Tasmania is situated within the 572,000 hectares of forests that have been 
proposed for protection by environment groups and is the subject of ongoing negotiations.

Sadly, it remains on the logging schedule for 2012. This is a mixed forest with a diversity of species and a diversity of ages. 
Old eucalypts, some scarred by fire from the distant past, grow beside younger trees.

This forest contains a great diversity of lichen and fungi growing in the natural leaf litter on the forest floor, supporting the 
biological cycling of nutrients into the soil. Such leaf litter and detritus, and the tiny organisms that exist within them, are 
often destroyed in the high intensity burns that are conducted by the forestry industry following logging.

Lichen is a symbiotic relationship between fungi and a photosynthetic organism (most commonly algae). These two are 
co-dependent, the fungi providing water retention, the algae providing nutrients. One type of lichen common in this coupe 
is called ‘old man’s beard’ or Usnea. It is known to be sensitive to air pollution, which can restrict its growth to a few 
millimeters. In an environment with clean air it can grow grow to 10–20 cm long.

Logging coupe SA152B, Mount Saddleback / Katherine Tattersall

Logging coupe SA152B, 
Mount Saddleback

DAY 15:
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This coupe is located in the Wedge forests, south-western Tasmania. It is situated on exceedingly steep terrain, and 
will therefore be subject to a clear felling cable logging operation. This coupe was already partially logged in 2007 and then 
subject to high intensity burns in 2008. Forestry Tasmania have now listed the coupe on their current harvest schedule, with 
a plan to return this year to log an addition 12 hectares (FT 2012a).

The coupe is within 500 meters of the current Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area. And this area has been 
recommended for inclusion into the World Heritage Area (Hitchcock 2012:112). This forest contains old growth 
Eucalyptus delegatensis and Eucalyptus obliqua with a rainforest understorey, along with substantial stands of leatherwood. The 
tall eucalypt value of this forest is one of the key world heritage values. In addition, the area has significant scenic value. It is 
an integral part of the landscape of the adjoining TWWHA (Hitchcock 2012:112).

The waterways in this coupe are known to contain rare hydrobiid snail species Phrantela pupiformis (Davis & Monks 2009).
This species inhabits streams and can also be found in moss, on small waterfalls and in fern roots. It is listed as rare in the 
Tasmanian Threatened Species Act. According to the IUCN Red List “this species may be threatened to a degree by 
habitat degradation and land clearance from forestry and sedimentation” (IUCN 2012). It has a very small distribution and 
the recommendation of the IUCN is that further research should be done on the population and potential threats: “In order 
to maintain the stability of this species’ habitat and water quality, it is advised that not only should the species’ locality be 
protected, but also the waters upstream” (IUCN 2012).

Logging coupe WE038A, the Wedge, photographed in June 2008 / Laura Minnebo
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Logging coupe WE038A, 

The Wedge
DAY 16:



DAYThe Counsel forests are an area of great ecological significance, containing a high level of floristic diversity. The area 
consists of predominantly mixed forest with some stands of dry sclerophyll forests and some areas of callidendrous and 
thamnic rainforests. Still Wild Still Threatened have documented evidence of Tasmanian devils in this area. CO003A is 
approximately one kilometer from the current Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area. It has been recommended to be 
included within the boundary. The existing boundary of the TWWHA in this area is considered inadequate as it follows the 
contour and leaves “the best development of the tall eucalypt system” outside the boundary of the protected area 
(Hitchcock 2012:138).

This site is located on rocky terrain and has the potential to feature sink holes and caves. This coupe is just north of one of 
the most extensive tracts of karst in Australia that has been rated as nationally significant in the Tasmanian 
Geoconservation Database. Hitchcock recommended that this whole region, including this coupe, be protected in order to 
maintain the integrity of the karst systems and in particular to keep the catchment pristine.

The Counsel area is known for its tall eucalypts and this coupe was no exception, featuring significant tall trees. Of all the 
registered “giant trees” in Tasmania there are three main clusters in the state. The Counsel is one of these, “indicative of the 
superlative form of the tall eucalypt forest in the precinct” (Hitchcock 2012:138). This coupe and the areas around it are 
considered to be essentially the last relics of the once extensive tall eucalypt forests in this region. Industrial scale forestry 
has been increasingly encroaching on this particular tract. Given that so much of the surrounding forest has been decimated, 
these relics have become increasingly important for conservation (Hitchcock 2012:137). These forests are also important for 
regional conductivity, being connected to the Florentine Valley in the south, which also contains significant tall 
eucalypt forest (Hitchcock 2012:137). This regional connectivity is one the key reasons for this area to be protected 
(Hitchcock 2012:138).

This coupe has sadly been logged now, in a time when it should have been protected by a moratorium. In fact, this coupe was 
logged just after the March 15th deadline for the original moratorium that was promised by the Statement of 
Principles, that had been set to cover 572,000 hectares of forest, but was never fully implemented. However, there is still 
intact old growth forest surrounding this coupe. Hitchcock states: “The ENGO proposed reserves include some recently 
logged coupes and it is considered that these logged areas should never-the-less be included in any protection to ensure as 
far as possible a consolidated block of forest that facilitates on going natural processes in the protected lands in the longer 
term” (Hitchcock 2012:143).

We are calling for immediate formal protection of these forests, the rehabilitation of this site and the immediate cessation of 
any logging in the Counsel area.

Logging coupe CO003A, 
Counsel area

DAY 17:
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Logging coupe CO003A, Counsel area / Rob Blakers

Logging coupe CO003A, Counsel area / Rob Blakers
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Logging coupe CZ006C, 
Clarence Lagoon 

DAY 18:

Surrounded on three sides by the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, a section of state forest creates a hole 
in the protected area. Located near Lake Saint Claire, this enclave contains logging coupe CZ006C, which is scheduled 
for logging this year. This coupe is being targeted for sawlog production (Hoffmann & Williams 2011a:10) to supply the 
Australian domestic and international markets. The coupe and the area surrounding it are “naturally vegetated by a mosaic of 
eucalypt forest, leptospermum woodland and treeless moorland” (Hitchcock 2012:153). Despite some logging in the vicinity 
the overall condition “is one of a natural landscape with natural vegetation”.

One of the critical issues for this region is the presence of Clarence Lagoon, located just inside the boundary of the 
TWWHA, but with its catchment area extended into the unprotected state forest. This is a critical habitat site for the 
endangered Clarence galaxias (Glaxias johnstoni) (Hitchcock 2012:153). This is an endemic freshwater fish species that 
is found in the lagoon and downstream in the Clarence River, which is located within the area proposed by environment 
groups to be included in the reserve. The only other known habitat sites are 5-6 small lagoons (Hitchcock 2012:153). 
The Threatened Species Listing Statement declares that “all populations of Clarence glaxias are essential to the species’ 
long-term viability and require protection and management” (Threatened Species Unit Listing Statement 1998:1). This 
region surrounding Clarence Lagoon has therefore been recommended by Hitchcock to be included in the TWWHA 
(Hitchcock 2012:154).

A road has been built into this coupe. However, it’s not too late to protect this area from logging.

A forest a day

Logging coupe CZ006C, Clarence Lagoon / Rob Blakers



Logging coupe RP034A, 

Repulse
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This massive 137 hectare logging coupe is near Misery Road in the Repulse River catchment, central Tasmania. This 
forest is part of the core area of 430,000 hectares that was promised protection as part of the Intergovernmental Agreement. 
Yet, like many other high conservation value forests across the state, it has been subject to logging since the signing of that 
agreement.

The coupe has been completed in sections, with some areas already burnt. The final section was logged within the past few 
months. The creek that runs through the area, which was given only a small buffer zone, was badly damaged by the high 
intensity burn and then further degraded as the vegetation has suffered from edge effects that come with the sudden 
exposure to wind and sunlight.

This logging coupe is within an area that has been recommended for protection by the independent verification assessment. 
Its close proximity to Mount Field National Park is of particular significance. The current boundary of the park is 
inadequate and the inclusion of this area to the north of the current park would greatly enhance the value of the reserve. 

It has been recommended by Hitchcock that the Mount Field National Park along with the Repulse forests and other 
surrounding areas should be incorporated into the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area (Hitchcock 2012:132).

DAY 19:
Logging coupe RP034A, Repulse / Alan Lesheim



Logging coupe RU043H, 
West Wellington 

DAY 20:
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A significant area of forest that was left out of 
the Conservation Agreement, and which failed to 
receive promised protection as part of the 
Intergovernmental Agreement, was logged in the 
West Wellington region. West Wellington is a
sub-alpine region of native forests that adjoins the 
Mt Wellington reserve in southern Tasmania.

West Wellington is a very significant area of largely 
intact tall eucalyptus forest (Hitchcock 2012:104). 
The tall eucalypts occupy high elevations in some 
parts of the West Wellington region.

The eastern-most larger block of around 5,000 ha 
of diverse forest, including extensive regrowth tall 
eucalypt forest, is largely intact and is of obvious 
potential interest for conservation as 
surrounding lands are increasingly developed 
(Hitchcock, 2012:105). The immediately adjoining 
Wellington Park greatly enhances the conservation 
potential of the area (Hitchcock 2012: 105).

The tall eucalypt forests, which form a near intact 
continuous corridor connecting from Mount 
Wellington west to the Snowy Range, and hence 
the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, 
were assessed as being of considerable natural 
heritage significance (Hitchcock 2012:105).

The native forests of West Wellington are the water 
catchments for communities of Crabtree, Lucaston 
and Judbury. RU043H is an area of forest that has 
been logged in the past twelve months. The area of 
forest was a mixed forest of regrowth forest after 
some fire disturbance and mature old growth forest 
(HVEC 2011:25).

These forests were targeted by Forestry Tasmania 
for wood supply to Ta Ann (Hoffmann & Williams 
2011a). In 2010 a moratorium on logging in the 
ENGOs’ identified high conservation value forests 
was due to be in place in December. 

The so-called ‘moratorium’ failed these forests in 
West Wellington, like so many others across the 
state.

Logging coupe RU043H, West Wellington / Rob Blakers
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Logging coupe PC015B / Laura Minnebo

Logging coupe PC015B, 
Picton Valley

DAY 21:

Logging coupe PC015B, located in the Picton Valley, southern Tasmania, is an area of forest that has been logged over 
the past few months. This forest, and the old growth ecosystems surrounding it, could have been protected under the 
promised moratorium and conservation agreement.

In June 2011, a new 2.6 km logging road was pushed into a remote tract of old growth forest, which enabled the logging 
industry access to this section of the Picton Valley throughout the duration of a promised moratorium.

In September 2011, logging commenced in these old growth Eucalyptus delegatensis forests, which are part of a large tract of 
remote wilderness forest contiguous with the Hartz Mountains National Park and the Tasmanian Wilderness World 
Heritage Area (TWWHA).

Tasmania’s Intergovernmental Agreement on Forests was signed on 7 August 2011, and one month later Forestry Tasmania 
continued to schedule logging in forests that were identified as being in need of protection. PC015B was primarily targeted 
by Forestry Tasmania to supply wood for Ta Ann (Hoffmann & Williams 2011a). However, there is still time for the 
remaining forests in this area to be protected, as logging was suspended due to the logging road being too ‘green’, meaning it 
made it too difficult for the loggers and log trucks to access these forests (Hoffmann & Williams 2011a).

Our organisations made public pleas for these forests to be protected as part of the ‘forests negotiation process’, as logging 
in this area had not commenced when Giddings and Gillard promised the immediate protection of these forests within the 
ENGO nominated 430,000ha.

The ecological consequences of the logging of these old growth forests are significant, contributing to a global loss of native 
forests, pushing wildlife to the brink of extinction and contributing to climate change.

The Picton Valley, along with the Weld and Huon Valleys, are considered to possess important natural and cultural heritage 
values that relate particularly to the World Heritage values of the adjoining Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area. In 
particular, these lands contribute a new complementary ‘lowland’ or lower valley manifestation of attributes already within 
the TWWHA, for example glacial, karst, tall eucalypt forest and rainforest (Hitchcock 2012:87).
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Logging coupe CM004C, 
Catamaran

DAY 22:

In far south Tasmania, a World Heritage bordering forest, known to Forestry Tasmania as logging coupe CM004C, was 
left out of the Conservation Agreement and subsequently logged.

This forest area was tall eucalyptus forest, core habitat for the grey goshawk, masked owl and spotted tailed quoll. The forest 
was potential habitat for cave dwelling invertebrates, as the logging site is a steep, high erodibility area, with a karst system 
down slope from the operation (FT 2011c). The Forest Practices Plan provided by Forestry Tasmania states that the new 
1.4km road that was needed to access the 57 ha coupe is located in a karst catchment. Glacial deposits and possible fossils 
related to the Jurassic Basalt, which form the upper parts of the northern hill of the coupe, are major geomorphic 
considerations (FT 2011c).

Logging coupe CM004C, Catamaran / Emma Capp
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The key company driving the logging in these high conservation value forests is Ta Ann (Hoffmann & Williams 2011a). 
Logging in this coupe commenced after Prime Minister Julia Gillard and Premier Lara Giddings announced that the 
Inter-Governmental Agreement in August 2011 would provide ‘immediate protection in informal reserves’ for forests such 
as these. CM004C is located within the 572,000ha of forests identified for legislated protection.

These world heritage value forests are located behind Recherche Bay and south of the D’Entrecasteaux River. This region 
contains Australia’s most southerly forests.

The eucalypt forests in the region south of the D’Entrecasteaux River to Cockle Creek include some of the most southerly 
tracts of eucalypt forest in Australia, indeed the world. The natural diversity of this small forest complex is at the southern 
latitudinal limits of the Australian eucalypt and rainforest flora and fauna. The globally significant eucalypts here can be 
expected to be of enduring scientific interest, especially given the historic research conducted by the French scientists in th
The eucalypt forests of the Recherche area would contribute to the ecological integrity of the adjoining Tasmanian 
Wilderness World Heritage Area (TWWHA) by preserving the natural vegetation sequence from sea level to tree limit on 
Mount La Perouse. This is particularly important for maintaining vegetation conditions conducive to natural fire interaction 
with the vegetation, especially on foothills and escarpment of the existing TWWHA. The eucalypt forests of this narrow 
lowland corridor are an integral part of a still existing natural connectivity of tall eucalypt communities, which extends up 
the eastern side (mostly outside) of the TWWHA, an important element in the long-term conservation of this ecosystem 
(Hitchcock 2012:58).

They remain unprotected, due to an “illogical and unsustainable boundary” (Hitchcock 2012:54). The adjacent section of the 
TWWHA incorporates only a disjunct series of remnant tall eucalypt forest, the greater part of the otherwise 
continuous tract of tall eucalypt forest being located just outside the TWWHA boundary, an artifact of the drawing of the 
original protected area boundary which excluded the commercially important tall eucalypt forests. The ENGO-proposed 
reserves include the main corridor of tall eucalypt forest otherwise excluded from this section of the TWWHA. 
This corridor of tall eucalypt forest is relevant to the concept outlined elsewhere for protection—within the TWWHA—of 
a regional-scale tall eucalypt corridor from Cockle Creek to central Tasmania as a means of ensuring regional connectivity 
for the globally significant tall eucalypt ecosystems in Tasmania (Hitchcock 2012:56).

Recent reports that have verified the values of this forest region have stated that, “given the gross under representation of the 
ecological diversity of tall eucalypt forest in the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area, there is a clear case to remedy 
that situation. The tall eucalypt forests in the lowlands of the Recherche Bay–D’Entrecasteaux coast potentially represents a 
significant contribution to the ecological integrity of the TWWHA (southern limit, alpine summit to sea sequence on one 
slope—The ‘French transect’—Mount La Perouse to Recherche Bay). This area provides the best opportunity to capture the 
full range of elevation values in the TWWHA—of significant benefit to the ecological function and integrity of the 
TWWHA and particularly important to assist adaptation to climate change (Hitchcock 2012:57).

Protection of this southern coastal precinct of Tasmania would link up the World Heritage Area, Southport Lagoon 
Conservation Area and the National Heritage listed Recherche Bay area. The cultural heritage value of the Recherche Bay 
area would make a significant contribution to the integrity of the TWWHA (Hitchcock 2012:60).

Notwithstanding a significant amount of past disturbance within the assessed area caused by coupe-based logging, the 
longer term view is that natural rehabilitation can be expected to progressively eliminate both the direct and indirect impacts 
of those logged coupes. The assessed area comprises mostly coastal lowland rising inland to foothills, and is predominantly 
forested with significant areas of tall eucalypt forest. The Recherche Bay region has historic significance for the discovery 
and first formal description of the eucalypts of the world. The first eucalypts collected for science were from the region and 
the first eucalypt officially described also came from the region (Bruny Island) (Hitchcock 2012:55).

Pro logging industry supporters and Ta Ann have, in the past months, tried to question the conservation values of CM004C. 
However the facts are that some minor disturbance occurred in the region in the start of last century. These disturbances 
however were negligible compared to the current forms of industrial scale clearfelling. The forests of CM004C were 
unroaded until 2011 and the verified values of the remaining threatened tall eucalypt forests in this region, that are part of a 
remote tract of wilderness area with world heritage values, require urgent protection from ongoing logging.
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Some areas of tall eucalypt and old growth forests in the Picton Valley have been intensively logged for many years. 
However, significant large tracts of these world heritage value forests remain, and their urgent protection from ongoing 
logging practices will ensure their globally unique values be spared from the chainsaw. The tall eucalypt forests in the Weld, 
Picton and Middle Huon Valleys are collectively part of the largest single tract of tall eucalypt forest ecosystem extant in 
Tasmania (Hitchcock 2012:77).

In the Picton Valley now, there is one area of verified high conservation value forest that is being logged, and three large 
areas of verified high conservation value forests that remain under imminent threat. All of these forests were left out of the 
promised conservation agreement that could have provided interim protection for these ecosystems. One such area is 
logging coupe PC085A. Located on West Picton Rd, this old growth forest borders the Picton River. This forest has not had 
logging operations commence as yet, though logging is scheduled to start at any time. The company that is driving the 
logging of these forests is Ta Ann (Hoffmann & Williams 2011a). 

This 62 hectare coupe is within the core range of the Tasmanian masked owl (Tyto novaehollandiae castanops) and contains 
significant habitat for this species (FT 2012b). The Tasmanian masked owl is an endangered species (DPIPWE 2012b) 
dependent on hollows in mature eucalypt trees, and is endemic to Tasmania. The Tasmanian masked owl is the second 
largest nocturnal raptor in Australia (DSEWPCa 2012), and has been listed as endangered in Tasmania since 1995 
(DSEWPCa 2012). Threats to the masked owl include habitat clearing and fragmentation (including forestry activities). 
Between 1996 and 2009, approximately 142 000 hectares of native forest in Tasmania have been converted to 
monoculture plantation or agricultural land (FPA, 2009). This has resulted in the loss of nesting habitat (large tree hollows) 
and an increased level of threat to the endangered masked owl (DSEWPC 2012a).

Reports to the Independent Verification Group recently stated that the availability of mature eucalypt habitat is 
important for a range of hollow-dwelling and hollow-dependent vertebrate species that rely on these features for facets of 
their life cycle (Knight & Cullen 2012:7). Loss of hollow bearing trees is widely recognised as a threat to the survival of a 
wide range of Australian vertebrate fauna, and has statutory recognition as a threatening process in New South Wales and 
Victoria. However, information on the specific habitat requirements for a large proportion of hollow dwelling species is lack-
ing (Knight & Cullen 2012:7). If protected, Tasmania’s southern forests, including the Picton Valley, will make a significant 
contribution to the additional protection of the ranges of hollow-using birds. Three hollow-using species of birds that are 
priority forest species have core range (swift parrot & masked owl) or known ranges (forty-spotted pardalote) that intersect 
with proposed ENGO proposed reserves (IVG 2012a:13). Coupe PC085A is within the eastern breeding range of the swift 
parrot (DPIPWE 2012b), also an endangered species, and supports high density nesting habitat for this species (FT 2012b).

Logging coupe PC085A, 
Picton Valley

DAY 23 

Logging coupe PC085A, Picton Valley / Nishant Datt
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This proposed 33 hectare logging coupe is located in the Rabalga Track area of north-west Tasmania. This forest is part 
of the core area of 430,000 hectares that was promised protection as part of the Intergovernmental Agreement. Logging and 
roading operations are scheduled in this spectacular tract of high conservation value forest for this year.

This mixed forest features tall eucalyptus, rainforest species and amazing stands of old growth celery top pine. The area is 
listed by the independent verification reports as being significant tall eucalypt forest ecosystems (Hitchcock 2012:303).
The protection of this area has been recommended for protection as it would make a significant contribution to 
potential habitat for many fauna species. The area that this coupe is situated in is important threatened species habitat 
(IVG 2012b:13). For example, it is habitat for the azure kingfisher (Ceyx azureus diemenensis) (IVG 2012b:13). This 
species is listed as endangered in both the federal Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act and the 
Tasmanian Threatened Species Act: “the total number of mature individuals is low and its geographic distribution is 
precarious for its survival given the nature of ongoing threats” (TSSC 2010:1). Habitat clearing is considered to be one of 
the key threats (TSSC 2010:2). The distribution of the azure kingfisher mostly occurs in the north-west of the state, a 
reflection of the higher rainfall in this area and the greater density of river systems (DSEWPC 2012b).
 

Logging coupe NH010A, 
Rabalga Track area 

DAY 24:

Logging coupe NH010A, Rabalga Track area 
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Logging coupe MD102B, 
The Tarkine

DAY 25:

This logging coupe is located in the Pieman area of north-west Tasmania. This magnificent forest is part of the core 
area of 430,000 hectares that was promised protection as part of the Intergovernmental Agreement. A section of this 48 
hectare coupe has been logged, with an additional area scheduled for this year. This area also falls within Venture Minerals’ 
proposed strip mine site.

Volunteers from Code Green have conducted fauna surveys using remote sensor cameras. These produced evidence of 
healthy Tasmanian devils in this coupe. It was also identified by the Independent Verification Group (IVG) that 
conservation of this particular area would make a “high contribution across a large range of fauna species” (IVG 2012a:22). 
The area is important habitat for grey goshawk and azure kingfisher (IVG 2012a:13). Its waterways are home to freshwater 
hydrobiid snails (IVG 2012a:20) and giant freshwater crayfish (IVG 2012a:22).

The IVG reports also assessed priority flora and found that the “proposed reserves substantially improve the protection of a 
range of priority flora species (62 vascular flora species, 2 lichens)”. The area in which this coupe is located was one of seven 
areas that were listed as “very high” priority for flora conservation. These areas “would make an outstanding contribution to 
the CAR Reserve system and the National Reserve System of Australia and will help to address deficiencies in the 
representation of threatened flora in the reserve system” (IVG 2012b:7). Two species identified in this forest that are of high 
priority are Epacris glabella and Micrantheum serpentinum. Epacris glabella is an endemic Tasmanian shrub listed as 
endangered under both the Tasmanian Threatened Species Act and the federal Environment Protection and 
Biodiversity Conservation Act. This species occurs in the north west of the state, with 6 known locations across a geographic 
range of 150kms (IVG 2012b:46).  Micrantheum serpentinum is another endemic Tasmanian shrub that is listed as rare in the 
Tasmanian Threatened Species Act. The IVG report stated that there were many observations of this species in this area. 
The species is estimated to have only 8-9 populations, in an area of 245km2 (IVG 2012b:72).

This spectacular forest has been recommended for protection in the proposed Tarkine World Heritage Area (Hitchcock 
2012:218).

Image captured by remote sensor fauna cameras in logging coupe MD102B, the Tarkine
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Logging coupe PC024B, Picton Valley / Jenny Weber
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In the Picton Valley, logging operations were recently completed in forests that were rich with habitat for the 
Tasmanian devil, swift parrot, masked owl, spotted tailed and eastern quolls (FT 2011d). This forest was formerly populated 
with tall Eucalyptus regnans and tall Eucalyptus obliqua, along with mature stands of leatherwood and thamnic rainforest 
(FT 2011d). A cultural heritage site has been identified by Forestry Tasmania in this coupe (FT 2011d).

This 90 hectare coupe was logged over the past seven months, while talks have been occurring between industry and some 
conservation groups. The State and Federal Government gave the go ahead to log in parts of the 430,000ha area that was 
supposed to be under moratorium. The Prime Minister promised these old growth and high conservation value (HCV) 
areas should be protected but as a result of pressure from Ta Ann and Forestry Tasmania, some of these forests have been 
lost, PC024B being one such tragic loss.

The company driving the logging of this coupe is Ta Ann (Hoffmann & Williams 2011:14a).

In February, Huon Valley Environment Centre released a sample of a celery top pine from PC024B which is believed to be 
more than 250 years old. This sample of celery top pine clearly demonstrated that the forests being logged in the PC024B 
were part of an old growth ecosystem. Ta Ann has made public claims that this forest is regrowth, as a result of a wildfire in 
1934 (Ta Ann Tasmania 2012). However, sections of this coupe were mapped as old growth forest during the Tasmanian 
Regional Forest Agreement process.

Ta Ann Tasmania public relations material emphasises that they mill regrowth logs. This implies incorrectly that there are 
no adverse environmental impacts associated with their operations.  It is not true that regrowth logs will always originate 
from regrowth forests – old growth forests can contain regrowth elements as a result of the dynamic ecology of these forest 
ecosystems.

Logging coupe PC024B, 
Picton Valley
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PC024B in the Picton Valley is within 2km of a karst system that has indigenous and environmental values of international 
significance (Hitchcock 2012:81). This karst system contains evidence of the human societies living in this region, which 
were the most southerly known peoples on earth during the last ice age (Hitchcock 2012:81). This karst system is located in 
the World Heritage value forests of the Middle Huon Valley. PC024B is located at the entrance to the Middle Huon Valley.

The globally significant and unique natural and cultural heritage values of the karst systems in the Middle Huon and Picton 
Valleys have not received the urgent protection that they need. Hitchcock states; “The likely direct physical and hydrological 
contact between the Blake’s Opening and Riveaux karsts suggests that a common tenure and management regime, or sym-
pathetic cross-tenure management regime, would be the appropriate means of managing these adjacent karsts. Irrespective 
of this potential link, however, the undisturbed nature, significant extent and contents of the Riveaux karst and catchment, 
and its proximity to the recommended Blake’s Opening TWWHA extension means that the karst contributes significantly 
to karst World Heritage themes of the adjacent TWWHA” (Hitchcock 2012:81).

The forests in the Huon and Picton Valleys are adjacent to the boundary of the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area 
(TWWHA) (Mackey 2012:49). The tall eucalypt forests in the lower sections of the Weld and Picton Valleys, together with 
the closely associated middle Huon Valley, are collectively part of the largest single tract of tall eucalypt forest ecosystem 
extant in Tasmania (Hitchcock 2012:77).

Now that this area of forest has been logged it will need to be added to the area of disturbed forests in the Picton Valley 
that require restoration. As Peter Hitchcock stated, “a holistic long-term view was taken in establishing the contribution 
that the areas can make to conserving tall eucalypt forest and associated ongoing natural processes. Some rehabilitation will 
be necessary to restore the ecology of the area in the longer-term” (Hitchcock 2012:10). Sadly, there are areas in the Picton 
Valley that could have been protected as intact tall eucalypt and rainforest ecosystems instead, if logging operations in these 
magnificent areas had been halted over the past few months.
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Adjacent to the Picton River is a Eucalyptus obliqua forest that is a proposed 54ha logging coupe (FT 2012c). Logging 
operations in this coupe were not rescheduled, as was promised by the Tasmanian and Australian Governments. The primary 
reason given by the logging industry was that these forests needed to be logged to supply Ta Ann (Hoffmann & Williams 
2011a).

These magnificent forests remain unlogged to date, and they still have a chance to be protected. These forests, along with 
other large tracts of the Picton Valley, have been verified “to possess important natural and cultural heritage values that relate 
particularly to World Heritage values of the adjoining Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area. In particular, the 
Weld-Huon-Picton valleys contribute a new complementary ‘lowland’ or lower valley manifestation of attributes already 
within the TWWHA, for example glacial, karst, tall eucalypt forest and rainforest” (Hitchcock 2012:87).

Forests adjacent to PC070B have been destroyed over the past two years. A 67ha area of old growth forest in logging coupe 
PC017C was logged to supply Ta Ann (HVEC 2011).

This forest region is potential habitat for the masked owl, spotted-tailed quolls, and nesting habitat for the swift parrot (FT 
2010; FT 2012c). The ongoing logging of these magnificent native forests adjacent to the Picton River, and contiguous 
with the World Heritage listed Hartz Mountains National Park, marks a significant loss of spectacular eucalypt forests and 
crucial threatened species habitat.

A forest a day
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Logging coupe PC072B is situated in an old growth forest adjacent to the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area 
(TWWHA) that runs down slope to the Picton River. The area of forest is potential habitat for the masked owl, Tasmanian 
devil, Tasmanian wedge tailed eagle and grey goshawk (FT 2011e).

Sadly the history of coupe PC072B, located on the East Picton Rd, where a long history of protests to protect the globally 
significant values of these forests have failed to stop the destruction of these ecosystems. PC072B is located in a region of 
2150ha of forest that were once protected as a national park (Gee 2003:187).

The Hartz mountains, proclaimed as a scenic reserve in 1939, were protected within a National Park in 1952. At the time, 
the seemingly endless supply of timber in the southern forests enabled the logging industry to graciously concede the 
magnificent forest stretching up the flanks of the Picton River. However, by the mid-1970s, logging roads had extended 
further and further up the Huon and Picton River valleys and by 1977 the road along the east bank of the Picton River was 
at the Park Boundary (Gee 2003:187). In 1976, after a long court battle, during which conservationists fought the mining 
industry from accessing the wilderness area at Precipitous Bluff, a final decision was granted that the inclusion of 
Precipitous Bluff in the Southwest National Park was made conditional on the revocation of forested land in the Hartz 
Mountains National Park (Gee 2003:187). PC072B and the large tracts of forests on East Picton Rd were the victims of 
this decision, where wilderness areas and ancient ecosystems are compromised in the interests of environmentally destructive 
interests.These forests now have the opportunity to be granted secure legislated protection, and the protection of the forests 
of PC072B and the other areas in the Picton Valley, which you have read about over the past month, may be protected as an 
extension to the Tasmanian Wilderness World Heritage Area.

The Picton, being a shorter valley than the Weld and Huon Valleys, is almost a ‘blind valley’ hemmed in by alpine and 
rainforest communities on three sides so the pattern of eucalypt and rainforest communities and their interactions are 
different to the Huon and especially the Weld. These characteristics are illustrative of the substantial ecological diversity 
evident in the tall eucalypt and rainforest communities in the ‘Three Valleys’ (Hitchcock 2012:79). The Picton Valley has 
experienced various episodes and scales of glaciation with evidence of glaciation extending almost to the confluences of the 
valley (Hitchcock 2012:79). The Picton Valley, along with the Huon and the Weld Valleys, is one of the few areas in 
Tasmania where there is a major concentration of tall eucalypt–rainforest ecosystems and where the forests are mostly intact 
with potential for ongoing natural processes to operate. Notwithstanding that some parts of the forests have been subject to 
industrial-scale logging operations, the combination of the intact forests and the option of being able to naturally 
rehabilitate the logged areas, means the ‘Three Valleys’ forests still offer outstanding potential for conservation, including 
maintaining natural processes (Hitchcock 2012:79).

Importantly, all of the ENGO-proposed additions for protection in these valleys back onto the TWWHA. Parts of the 
ENGO-proposed reserves in the Picton, Huon and Weld are an integral part of that major tract of wilderness. That is, parts 
of these areas have wilderness values, which would clearly enhance or contribute to the integrity of the TWWHA’s 
wilderness values. Rehabilitation of some areas would enhance the wilderness aspect of the TWWHA (Hitchcock 2012:80).

Logging coupe PC072B, 
Picton Valley

DAY 28 
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This 69 hectare logging coupe in Rose’s Tier, north east Tasmania, was due for protection under the Intergovernmental 
Agreement. Like so many other high conservation value forests in Tasmania, it has been lost due to the failure of the 
government and industry to deliver on the promised moratoriums. This coupe was targeted for sawlog production 
(Hoffmann & Williams 2011a:11) to supply the Australian domestic and international markets. Ta Ann’s wood supply was 
also a key reason that this coupe was subject to logging (Hoffmann & Williams 2011a:11).

This coupe was a forest of tall Eucalyptus delegatensis. It featured potential habitat for Tasmanian devils and spotted tail 
quolls (FT 2011f ). This includes areas of fallen logs, dense understorey and old wombat hollows, which may have provided 
shelter for these animals. This region has been listed as core range for the spotted tail quoll by the Independent Verification 
Report (IVG 2012a:18).

There are four creeks within, or bordering the coupe. The coupe is also potential habitat zones for the north-east forest snail 
(IVG 2012a:18). This species is listed in the Regional Forest Agreement as a ‘Priority Species Requiring Consideration’. 
This is due to “slow recovery time from logging operations and perceived restricted habitat and environmental sensitivity” 
(FPA 2002). This species is found living in leaf litter and the underside of fallen logs, feeding on fungi and detritus from the 
rotting logs. According to the Forest Practices Authority “The species is likely to be eliminated by clearfelling and associated 
hot regeneration burns” particularly because “may take at least 90 years following clearfelling and burning for the species to 
fully recover in regenerated forests” (FPA 2002). The region that this logging coupe is situated in has also been identified 
as significant for priority flora. The verification reports indicated specific species within this region that would benefit from 
the formal reservation of this area. One of those species is Acacia pataczekii. This endemic Tasmanian shrub is listed as rare 
in the Tasmanian Threatened Species Act. Its population is restricted to eucalypt forest, mostly in north east Tasmania (IVG 
2012b:20). Protecting the proposed reserves would improve the reservation of this species by 52% (IVG 2012b:12).

Another identified significant species is Barbarea australis. This herb is endemic to Tasmania and listed as endangered under 
the Tasmanian Threatened Species Act and as critically endangered under the federal Environment Protection and 
Biodiversity Conservation Act. Barbarea australis is known to occur in approximately 10 river systems extending from 
northern Tasmania to rivers flowing south from the Central Highlands (IVG 2012b:30).

In addition the region that includes this coupe has been recommended for protection due to its diversity of eucalypt 
species (Potts & Tilyard 2012:14). Protection would increase the bioregional reservation of E. rubida and E. pauciflora, 
reserve geographical and ecologically marginal populations of endemic species E. archeria and increase the representation 
of E. viminalis (Potts & Tilyard 2012:38). Although this coupe has sadly been logged, it is vital that the area is regenerated 
and included with the surrounding forests as part of Tasmania’s proposed formal reserves. The regeneration of this coupe will 
help to maintain regional connectivity and help protect the endangered, rare and threatened flora and fauna found in this 
area of north-east Tasmania.

Logging coupe RS117C, 
Rose’s Tier

DAY 29:

Left: Logging coupe PC072B, Picton Valley / Laura Minnebo. Above: Logging coupe RS117C, Rose’s Tier
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